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LONDON: As Britain ponders the fallout from leaked diplomatic
telegrams from its ambassador to Washington, it ponders an
awkward question. Was the so-called “special relationship” de-
liberately sabotaged by Britain’s own officials or politicians re-
leasing the material for their own political ends, or was the United
Kingdom the victim of an attack by a foreign power?

It’s a quandary that points to an awkward dynamic at the
heart of politics in almost every Western country. Without
doubt, several major nations - particularly Russia, but also China
and Iran at the very least - have become adept at using leaks,
rumor and political subterfuge to support their geopolitical
ends. The problem, though, is that growing forces within West-
ern countries have also embraced very much the same tactics.
It makes getting to the bottom of what is really going on difficult,
sometimes impossible. 

And perhaps most dangerous of all, it means the international
climate continues to deteriorate and become ever more paranoid
- whether it is justified or not. The number of examples around
the world is growing by the week. With Iran’s face-off with the
United States and its allies, what began as a diplomatic spat
swiftly escalated to attacks on oil tankers and the shootdown of
a US drone, and came alarmingly close to all-out military action. 

What exactly was happening behind the scenes, however, re-
mains both unclear and the subject of intense argument. It offers
a potentially alarming model for any future high-intensity con-
frontation with Russia, China or both, pointing to an era where
ever more players embrace tearing up the rule book and risking
- or at worst, even embracing - bloody mayhem.

Proxy wars
In Syria, Yemen, Ukraine, and to a lesser extent in Libya and

beyond, these calculations and their resulting proxy wars have
already killed hundreds of thousands. Elsewhere, particularly in
the Western world, the contests have been largely bloodless.
Getting to the bottom of what is really going on, however, is more
difficult. Indeed, many of those involved are clearly embracing
and taking advantage of that dynamic and its resulting confusion.

Recent attacks on oil tankers in the Gulf are a case in point.

While the United States unambiguously blamed Iran, specifically
its Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, others - including Amer-
ica’s European allies - are openly more skeptical. One theory
doing the rounds in the Middle East is that the attacks were con-
ducted by rogue hardline elements within Iran, keen to provoke
US military action they believed would help them politically
against their rivals.

In the case of the leaked diplomatic telegrams from British DC
ambassador Kim Darroch, there is widespread speculation they
may be linked to the battle to become prime minister. Former For-
eign Secretary Boris Johnson, rumor has it, wanted a change of
ambassador to bring in a more pro-Brexit voice.

If someone within government circles leaked the telegrams,
they are responsible for both significantly damaging the UK-US
“special relationship” and a hugely serious breach of the Official
Secrets Act. For now, there seems little clarity on the source. Cur-
rent Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt, Johnson’s sole remaining
rival in the Conservative leadership race, said this week there was
no particular evidence a foreign state was responsible either.

Kremlin playbook
Such action would, admittedly, fit the Kremlin playbook.

Moscow’s hand has been suspected in a host of high-profile
hacks and leaks in recent years, from Hillary Clinton’s emails to
those of French President Emmanuel Macron. The latter’s team,
it later emerged, had been expecting such activity and had laced
their email servers with false information and data. Going back
almost a decade, those doing business in the former Soviet Union
have become used to current or former security operatives using
a range of espionage techniques to extract information, under-
mine rivals and negotiating partners, and achieve leverage.

But it isn’t just the Russians - or at least, it almost certainly
isn’t. In Austria, the political fallout is still continuing from the
lurid, still largely unexplained saga of the Ibiza Affair. On May
17, two German newspapers published details of a video conver-
sation recorded in an Ibiza villa featuring Austrian vice Chancel-
lor and head of the far right Freedom Party Heinz-Christian
Strache. It showed him talking to an unidentified woman falsely

claiming to be a leading Russian oligarch’s niece pledging fund-
ing and looking to purchase one of Austria’s leading tabloids. 

While Strache ultimately became suspicious and ended the
meeting, the footage was damning enough to force his resignation,
ushering in new elections later this year. Who was behind the sting
remains a subject of closely guarded speculation - in Austria,
many will not even voice their suspicions, a sign of a wider polit-
ical environment of paranoia. Last year, Austrian police apparently
acting on orders of the Freedom Party government raided the
country’s own intelligence agency. Exactly where loyalties truly
lie is almost impossible to determine - many in Austria will not
even speculate off the record on who was behind the Ibiza
recording.

Conspiracy theories
More broadly this alarming rise in Machiavellian ambiguity

risks being a disaster for democracies. Without doubt, it feeds
into just the kind of conspiracy theories the far right, Kremlin and
other spoilers thrive on, and that the international level it dramat-
ically raises the risks of miscalculation.

With their own more ruthless traditions, autocratic states like
Russia, China and Iran - and their leaders in particular - are
scarcely less paranoid. All three have made it clear to varying de-
grees they see the hand of the West in domestic dissent at home,
and as discontent such as that in Hong Kong escalates, such wor-
ries may get worse.

Honest, open diplomatic channels - both between nuclear na-
tions and domestic political factions - offer almost the only hope
of keeping such strains under control. That process has been
made all the harder by leaks such as that this week, which risks
deterring British diplomats from honestly speaking truth to
power. Such distractions also make tackling the enormous prob-
lems of the era - inequality, technological change, climate and
other threats - all but impossible. Clearly, there is no shortage
of forces that believe that kind of chaos serves their interests.
In the short term, they may be right. In the longer run, however,
they may find that they suffer the consequences just as harshly
as the rest of us.—Reuters

Major shuffle at 
NASA to meet 
Trump’s moon deadline
WASHINGTON: NASA has replaced the head of its human space
exploration directorate in a major shake-up, US media reported
Wednesday, as the agency scrambles to meet President Donald
Trump’s ambitious deadline to return astronauts to the moon by
2024. The project-named Artemis-would be the first attempt to
return humans to the lunar surface since the last Apollo landing in
1972, but some experts doubt if the deadline is realistic given
budgetary constraints and delays in developing the next-genera-
tion rockets and equipment needed for the journey.

To meet this “bold challenge”, NASA administrator Jim Briden-
stine said in an email to employees that Bill Gerstenmaier, head of
the agency’s Human Exploration and Operations (HEO) missions
directorate, has been removed from his position and assigned an
advisory role, the Washington Post and other US news outlets. The
widely-respected Gerstenmaier is a NASA veteran who joined the
agency in 1977, rising to become one of its top managers, over-
seeing the space shuttle program and US operations on the Inter-
national Space Station before becoming head of HEO.

“We, as a nation, are thankful for his service in advancing Amer-
ica’s priorities and expanding the limits of science, technology and
exploration,” Bridenstine wrote of Gerstenmaier in his email, ac-
cording to CBS News. Former astronaut Ken Bowersox will be the

acting head of the section, according to Bridenstine’s email. The
American plan to return humans to the moon-including the first
woman-is beset with delays and cost overruns, according to an of-
ficial audit released last month. The cost of Boeing’s giant Space
Launch System (SLS) rocket-at the core of the Artemis project-has
risen by nearly 30 percent to $8 billion, and its already-delayed first
flight is unlikely to take place by June 2020 as planned. Costs for
the Orion capsule being built by Lockheed Martin to transport as-
tronauts have also grown. But Vice President Mike Pence, who an-
nounced the accelerated 2024 target in March, has criticized NASA
for “bureaucratic inertia” and asked for a new mindset.—AFP

The dark new world of leaks, 
rumors and deadly hybrid war 

WASHINGTON: In this file photo Bill Gerstenmaier, associate ad-
ministrator NASA’s Human Exploration and Operations Mission
Directorate, testifies before the House House Science, Space, and
Technology Committee in Washington, DC. — AFP

Consumption of 
sugary drinks linked
with cancer risk
PARIS: Consumption of sugary drinks such as soda and fruit juice is
linked to a higher risk of developing certain kinds of cancer, re-
searchers reported yesterday. The consumption of sugary drinks has
exploded worldwide in recent decades and the high-calorie bever-
ages have already been associated with a elevated risk of obesity-it-
self recognized as a leading cancer risk factor. A team of researchers
in France wanted to assess the associations between heightened con-
sumption of sugar drinks and the risks of overall cancer, as well as
several cancer types, including breast, prostate and bowel cancers.

They surveyed more than 100,000 adults, with an average of age
of 42, 79 percent of whom were women.  The participants, who were
followed for a maximum of nine years, completed at least two 24-hour
online validated dietary questionnaires, calculating their daily con-
sumption of sugar and artificially sweetened beverages as well as 100
percent fruit juices. Researchers measured the daily intakes of sugary
drinks against those of diet beverages and compared them to cancer
cases in participants’ medical records during the follow-up period.
They found that just a 100 ml increase per day of sugary drinks was
associated with an 18 percent increased risk of cancer, and with a 22
percent increase in breast cancer.  Both sugar-sweetened drinks and
fruit juices saw a similar higher risk association. —AFP


